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Abstract
This article proposes a methodology for developing optimal transit networks (route
structures and headways) that minimizes transit transfers and total user cost while
maximizing service coverage, given information on transit demand, transit fleet size,
and the street network of the transit service area. The research provides an effective
mathematical computational tool with minimal reliance on heuristics. The methodology includes representation of transit route networks and solution search spaces,
objective functions representing total user cost and unwillingness of users to make
transfers, and a global search scheme based on simulated annealing. The methodology has been tested with published solutions to benchmark problems and has been
applied to a large-scale realistic network optimization problem in Miami-Dade
County, Florida.

Introduction
As congestion in large urban areas continues to worsen and gas prices began to rise
in the recent years, the attractiveness of public transit as an alternative to private
cars has also been growing. However, for a public transit system to help meet the
growing travel demand and alleviate the congestion problem, it must be able to
provide reasonable travel time and convenience relative to private vehicles. Travel
time and convenience are affected directly by the configuration of a transit net107
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work (TN) and service frequency, although other service and traffic characteristics
and pedestrian environment will also have an impact on the willingness of the
public to use transit. The quality of a TN may be evaluated in terms of a number of
parameters including route directness, service coverage, operator cost, transit user
cost (including waiting, in-vehicle, and transfer times), and the average number
of transfers required to accomplish a trip. Route directness may be measured by
the additional travel time incurred to a transit user when a bus does not follow
the most direct route between the user’s origin and destination. Service coverage
refers to the percentage of total estimated demand (i.e., transit trips) that may be
potentially satisfied by the transit services provided, based on a given transit route
network. Operator cost is the cost to a transit property to provide transit services
within a given network. Transfers are a result of not being able to provide direct
services between all pairs of origins and destinations.
Transfers are known to discourage transit use. According to a survey conducted
by Stern (1996) of various transit agencies in the United States, about 58 percent
of the respondents believed that transit riders were willing to transfer only once
per trip. Reducing transfers, therefore, has great potential in increasing the attractiveness of public transit and ridership. Transfers may be reduced by optimizing
transit network configuration, or optimally laying out transit routes such that the
services are as direct as possible and transfers are minimized. Improvements of
TN configuration may also lead to lower transit operating cost and more services
provided, which, in turn, help increase transit use.
In TN optimization, route network layouts and route headways are sought that
minimize the overall cost of providing transit services, which is generally considered to have two components: user cost and operator cost. Unfortunately, TN
design optimization processes that attempt to find global optimal solutions from
a search space with reasonable completeness suffer from combinatorial intractability. Newell (1979) observes the difficulty in developing efficient TN optimization methods with traditional mathematical programming techniques and
points out that TN design optimization “is generally a nonconvex (even concave)
optimization problem for which no simple procedure exists short of direct comparisons of the various local minima.” Furthermore, the resultant system for a TN
problem is usually a NP-hard, mixed combinatorial optimization problem that is
unlikely to be solved with traditional mathematical optimization techniques. The
NP-hard problem (the hard problem in nondeterministic polynomial problem/
algorithm class) refers to a problem for which the number of elementary numeri108
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cal operations is not likely to be expressed or bounded by a function of polynomial
form where the variable(s) of the function reflect(s) the size of the problem. The
NP-hard intractability is due to the need to search for optimal solutions from a
large search space made up by all possible solutions. A mixed problem refers to
a problem that involves both continuous and discrete variables; a combinatorial
problem usually refers to an integer optimization problem where the unknown
variable set (called combinatorial set) consists of all feasible integer subsets of a
larger base integer set. In TN optimization, the base set is the set of all street nodes
that are suitable to serve as transit stops, and the combinatorial set consists of all
street paths (subsets or integer vectors of the base street node set) in the street
network that are suitable for transit vehicle operations. Even for a small street
node set, the corresponding combinatorial set (i.e., the set that includes all possible paths) may be huge. Baaj and Mahmassani (1991) observe that large-scale TN
optimization problems tend to suffer from several forms of difficulties with traditional mathematical approaches, such as nonlinearity, nonconvexity, multiobjectives, and combinatorial intractability due to the discrete nature of the problems.
Similar observations are also made by Ceder and Wilson (1986), Charkroborty and
Dwivedi (2002), and Zhao and Ubaka (2004), among others. These seem to be why
the solutions to most TN optimization problems in practice are either relying on
certain heuristic assumptions or are limited to relatively small or idealized networks. To date, the solutions to large-scale transit network problems that include
both route network and headway as design components have been mostly limited
to the use of various heuristic approaches where the solution search schemes are
based on a collection of design guidelines, criteria established from past experiences, and cost and feasibility constraints.
In recent years, genetic algorithm (GA) has been applied to various TN optimization
problems. GA is a stochastic algorithm based on natural evolution principle (i.e.,
genetic inheritance and the Darwinian strife for survival process). Mathematically,
GAs may be categorized as weak solution search schemes that make few assumptions about problem domains and function properties, such as the smoothness,
uniqueness, or compatibility of the objective functions, design parameters, and
constraints. While this makes GAs attractive and popular for complex problems, it
also causes GAs to suffer from combinatorial explosive solution costs due to huge
solution search spaces often associated with large-scale problems. In the current
TN literature, most GA applications are limited to small- or medium-sized network problems. Recently, Agrawal and Mathew (2004) applied a GA approach to
a large-scale transit network. However, the travel demand (about 900 origin-desti109
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nation pairs) was relatively small, and the search method required multiprocessor
parallel processing due to intensive computation involved.
Table 1 summarizes the main features of some of the approaches reported in
the literature. In the table, H&M indicates a combination of both mathematical
programming methods and heuristic search schemes; MATH stands for mathematical optimization; H&M/AI means a combination of H&M and artificial
intelligence techniques; and multiconstraints indicates use of multiple constraints
such as maximum/minimum route length, maximum number of routes, minimum frequency, etc. Due to space limitations, the merits, solution strategies, and
applicability to practical problems of the individual approaches are not discussed.
Detailed information about various optimization approaches may be found in
Fan and Machemehl (2004), which provides an extensive review and comparison
of various optimization methods for TN design, and Zhao and Gan (2003), among
others.

Table 1. Main Features of Some Approaches Used
in Transit Network Design
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The development of the combined simulated annealing and fast descent (SAFD)
method in this study has been motivated by the lack of optimization procedures
that are capable of tackling large-scale TN problems and finding global optimal
solutions in terms of both user and operator costs. Unlike other search algorithms
such as various heuristic methods and genetic algorithms, which do not theoretically guarantee good performance to ensure a global optimum, simulated annealing is supported by a solid theory. Under fairly general conditions, it has been
shown that a global optimal will be obtained with probability 1 (Hajek 1988). The
simulated annealing search scheme used in this study is based on the integrated
simulated annealing, tabu, and greedy search method developed by Zhao and
Gan (2003), originally designed for finding optimal TN route layouts to minimize
passenger transfers.

Solution Methodology
For simplicity, the following assumptions were made in this study:
1. The demand pattern, expressed in a transit origin-destination (OD) matrix,
remains the same during the period of study.
2. Passengers’ choices of routes are based on the shortest travel time. Terminal
times are not included, although may be added easily.
3. Transit vehicles have the same seating capacity.
4. Passengers arrive at transit stops randomly (uniform distribution); therefore,
the average waiting time to board a vehicle (twait) is one half of the headway
(h), i.e.,
twait = h/2 								

(1)

The following simple (yet widely used) relationships between TN parameters are
employed:
									

(2)
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(3)

where:
L

is vehicle load factor

qmax represents the critical link passenger flow of a given route
VSeat

indicates vehicle seating capacity

Lmax signifies a user-defined maximum allowable load factor
2RL

is the round-trip in-vehicle travel time

RFleet represents the route vehicle fleet size
More complex relationships between various TN parameters may be found in
Ngamchai and Lovell (2003), Shih and Mahmassani (1994), Bookbinder and Désilets (1992), among others. The above simplifications do not prevent the proposed
SAFD method from solving problems with complex TN parameter relationships
such as nonlinear, nonconvex, or stochastic function relationships. Like genetic
algorithms, the SAFD search method relies only on the evaluation of objective or
constraint functions themselves. Therefore, difficult issues in traditional nonlinear
search methods, such as function smoothness, convexity, uniqueness, etc., are not
of concern. Theoretically, the proposed SAFD approach should be able to solve
transit network optimization problems with dynamic demand iteratively as long
as the transit demand (OD matrix) may be obtained after each transit route network and headway update. The challenge of solving dynamic demand problems
is to have effective and reliable models to generate a new OD matrix after a new
route layout is produced.

Representation of Transit Service Area, Route Network,
Transit Demand, and Headways

A transit service area is represented by a set of street nodes, denoted as N(n){n1, n2,
… , nn}, that are connected to each other by a set of street segments, A(m) = {a1,
a2, … am}. Together, these street node sets and street segment sets are referred
to as the street network of the transit service area. A street segment ai in A(m) may
112
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be defined by its two end-street nodes ni1, ni2 , i.e., ai = ai (ni1, ni2) and ni1, ni2
∈ N(n), (i = 1, 2, …, m). A street segment length is measured by in-vehicle travel
time between its two end nodes. A path or a route between any two street nodes
is defined as a sequence of nodes, p = p(p1, p2, …, pk), and there is one street segment connecting two neighboring nodes in the path. In this study, only undirected
networks are considered, but the methodology may be easily extended to directed
networks. It is also assumed that the street network is connected, meaning that
any two nodes in the street network are connected by at lease one path. A TN T
consisting of l routes may be represented by a set of route/path vectors
T(l) = T(l){ r1, r2, …, rl }, rj = r (nj1, nj2, … njs(j)), (j = 1, 2, …, l)

(4)

where:
njk is the k-th node (k = 1, 2, …, s(j))
s(j) represents the number of transit stops on transit route rj
The above TN vector set T(l) may also be expressed as a TN matrix

T = T [tij], tij =

					

(5)

In this study, for the purpose of representation uniqueness, it is assumed that
transit stops coincide with street nodes. Vehicle headways of a TN system may
expressed in a vector form
h = (h1, h2, ... , hl)
where:
hq (q = 1, 2, ... , l)

is the vehicle headway of route q

Using relationship (3), a headway vector may be derived from vehicle assignment
vector
113
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v = (v1, v2, ... , vl)
where:
vq (q = 1, 2, ... , l)

is the number of vehicles operating on route q

Transit demand is given by an OD matrix
O = O [oij]
where:
oij is the number of trips originating from node i and destined for node j

Representation of Search Spaces for Transit Routes
and Transit Network
The solution search spaces are locally and iteratively defined, and the size of a
local search space may be flexible depending on available computing resources.
A local path space is defined by a master path, a key-node representation of the
master path, and a set of paths that are in the neighborhood of the master path.
A master path is a path from which a local path space is generated. Key-nodes are
a set of nodes on a master path based on which paths in the local path space are
generated. Figure 1 illustrates a master path (solid line) and its three key-nodes n1,
n2, and n3.
Figure 1. Three-Key-Node Representation of a Transit Route
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Based on these key-nodes, local node spaces may be defined and a local path space
is derived from the local node spaces. An ith order local node space of a master
node is defined as the set of nodes that may be connected to the master node with
i or fewer street segments. As an example, in Figure 1, the first order node space
of the key-node n1 is comprised of the master node n1 itself (black circle) and its
immediately adjacent nodes (n11, n12, n13, and n14). The second order node space
of the key-node n3 includes all the nodes that may be connected to the master
node n3 with two or fewer street segments (i.e., all the black, white, and gray circles
around node n3). Clearly, a local node space is a subspace of the street node space
N(n). As the order i increases, a local node space will approach the original street
node space N(n). Therefore, the order of a local node space provides a measurement of the degree of localization.
The procedure to generate a local path space from a master path has three steps:
1. Select s nodes from the node set of the master path p = p(n1, n2, …, nr) as
the key-nodes.
2. Generate a sequence of s local node spaces of a given order from these s
key-nodes.
3. Define the local path space as the set of paths consisting of piecewise shortest path segments that start from each node in the first local node space,
sequentially pass through one node in each of the intermediate local node
spaces, and end at each node in the last local node space.
The local network search spaces of a transit network T(l) = {r1, r2, …, rl} is defined
as the set of all local path spaces on the local node spaces (of a given order) of all
the routes. In general, a route derived from a smaller number of key-nodes will
result in better route directness and a smaller local path search space, but its flexibility is also limited. A route with a larger number of key-nodes is relatively more
flexible to reach more neighboring nodes and therefore may cover more trips.
However, it is also associated with a larger local path search space thus requiring
more computing resources.

Simple Constraints for Transit Route Network
It is well known that for a discrete system, identifying and incorporating as many
appropriate constraints as possible will significantly reduce the size of the search
space. The following constraints are applied in this study:
115
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• Maximum in-vehicle travel time (or route length) constraints for individual
transit routes. It is known that a lengthy transit route not only results in
difficulty in maintaining schedule, but also presents a safety hazard due to
possible driver fatigue.
• Constraint on total transit vehicle fleet size. Since total vehicle fleet size of
a transit network is closely related to operator cost, this may be considered
an operator cost constraint. The optimization problem may be stated as
finding a route network and route headways that result in the optimal
service coverage and minimum user cost for a given fixed-operator budget
(reflected by a given fleet size).
• Minimum and maximum headway constraints on individual routes. Route
headways should be neither too small for operational reasons nor too large to
result in long waiting times; the latter adversely affect ridership. Determination of headway is also constrained by vehicle load factor, which limits the
number of passengers in a transit vehicle to ensure passenger comfort.

Route Directness Constraints
Route directness is defined as
									

(6)

where:
q

is the number of nodes on route r = r(n1, n2, …, nq)
signifies the user travel cost between nodes ni and nj along the route
is the user travel cost along the shortest path of the street network 		
between these two nodes

wij
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is a weighting factor
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For geometry-based route directness, wij = 2/(q2-1), and for ridership-based route
directness

wij =

where:
oij and oji

are coefficients of the demand matrix O

In general, a larger route directness value implies better route directness but may
result in higher transit operating cost, while a smaller route directness value may
mean possible loss of ridership and, in turn, higher operating cost. A description of
the physical meaning of route directness is found in Zhao and Gan (2003).

Network Directness Constraints
The meaning of network directness is similar to that of the route directness except
that the directness measurement is based on the geometry or ridership characteristics of the entire network instead of individual routes.

Optimization Objective Functions
The objective function in this study is the total user travel cost, which is the summation of the user travel times of all the trips between the OD pairs in the transit
service area
									

(7)

where:
oij is the number of trips originating from node i and destined for node j
h

represents a headway vector

Uij(T, h)

is the user travel time of one trip between nodes i and j in TN T
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For zero-, one-, and two-transfer trips, user travel time may be expressed as
									

(8)

									

(9)

									

(10)

where:
(k = 0, 1, 2) represents the travel time of a k-transfer trip between a
demand node pair i and j
and
are, respectively, waiting time and in-vehicle travel time on the
transit route q (q = r, r1, r2, r3)

In equations (9) and (10),
is the penalty for transfers between routes r1 and
r2 expressed in equivalent in-vehicle travel time, while
in equation (10) is
the penalty for transfers between routes r2 and r3. All the travel time components in expressions (8), (9), and (10) are functions of TN matrix T and/or route
headway vector h. A detailed description of the above travel time components
can be found in, for example, Shih and Mahmassani (1994). For uncovered trips,
including those that require too many transfers and thus are unlikely to occur,
the corresponding travel times are represented by a fictitious travel cost penalty
value. The penalty cost associated with trips involving k transfers may be chosen
from the following:
									

(11)

									

(12)

									

(13)
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(4)
where:
up(k) (k = 0, 1, 2, 3) represents the maximum possible cost of a k-transfer trip
represent, respectively, the maximum possible waiting, in-vehicle travel, and transfer penalty times for all demand trips in the
service area
Based on the above definitions and notations, the total user-cost objective function may be expressed as
(5)
where:
U(k) (k = 0, 1, 2) is the total user-cost function based on k-or-less transfer trips,
and the corresponding travel time is defined as
(6)

(7)

(8)

9
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It may be seen from the structure of the total user-cost function U (k) defined in
(5) through (8) that minimization of this function has two effects: minimizing
the total user cost based on k-or-less transfer trip coverage, and maximizing k-orless transfer trip coverage. The penalty term up(q) regulates the balance between
these two effects. In general, the larger the penalty value, the greater relative
importance is given to service coverage. Based on the above descriptions, a TN
design optimization problem may be stated as follows:
Minimize:
(9)
Subject to:
(0)
()
()
(3)
(4)
where:
(q)

represent the minimum and maximum route length
constraints for route q

(q)

are the minimum and maximum route headway con
straints for route q

(q)

is the minimum route directness constraint for route q

(q)
Rmin and Rmax

(q)
hmin and hmax

dmin
(T)

NFleet
0

is the system fleet size
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Simulated Annealing Algorithm Search for
Optimal Transit Network
The simulated annealing (SA) search scheme is a stochastic process designed
to avoid being trapped into poor local optima. Under fairly general conditions
and for large problems, it may always be expected to find a global solution faster
than a random search method. In an SA search, a solution and its associated local
space will replace the incumbents with probability 1 if it has a better goal value
or with some probability between 0 and 1 otherwise. The probability to accept a
worse solution is proportional to the difference between its goal value and the
current best goal value. A slightly worse solution has a higher probability of being
accepted than a much worse solution. In the long run, as the number of search
iterations becomes sufficiently large, the search process may escape from any local
optimum, and eventually should visit a global optimal solution (Hajek 1988). For a
TN design optimization problem, the simulated annealing procedure involves the
selection of a solution candidate TN T from a local network space based on a given
initial TN T0. The network T is accepted if the associated objective function U(T,
O, h) < U(T0, O, h). Otherwise, T is accepted with a probability
									

(25)

where:
t (t > 0)

is the temperature of the annealing process

U 		

is the total user-cost function defined in (15)

The term “temperature” is borrowed from annealing in solids, and has no physical
meanings. The value of a “temperature” t in equation (25) merely reflects the fact
that the likelihood of accepting solutions with worse goal values is regulated by t.
A larger t results in a larger probability of accepting worse solutions, while a smaller
t reduces such chances. In practice, a large initial t is often chosen to increase the
chance of escaping from a poor local minimum, which is gradually reduced in
the search process by a factor τ to enhance the selectivity of the search toward
improved solutions.
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One difficulty with the SA search method described above is that the search process may repeat the same solutions or a sequence of solutions many times before
moving to other search regions. To alleviate this problem, a tabu list is established
to keep track of solutions evaluated recently to prevent them from entering the
solution search process again. A detailed description of the simulated annealing
search process may be found in Zhao and Gan (2003).

Fast Descent Method Search for Optimal Transit Headways

In the SA search process, the TN headway vector h in equation (25) remains a
passive network parameter (i.e., h does not play an active role in the SA search
process). The TN headway vector h will be modified only if its vector components
violate their associated constraints, such as (21), (22), etc. This is due to the fact
that for large-scale TN problems, simultaneous search for both optimal route networks and headways may be computationally intractable due to the huge solution
population size to expose any meaningful characteristics (e.g., promising search
directions, local minima, etc.). The search for a better headway h is performed in
a separate process called the fast descent (FD) search. The basic idea behind this
method is to find the vector components (or directions) of a cost function such
that appropriate adjustments of these components will lead to the fast descent
of the cost function. The procedure for applying a FD search method to search for
optimal route headways is outlined as follows:
1. If the maximum fleet size constraint is not violated, find the route (the FD
component) in the network for which a decrease in its headway (as a result
of increasing the number of vehicles operating on this route) will result in
the FD of the total user-cost function. Update existing route headway with
the new headway. Repeat this step until the maximum fleet size constraint
is violated. Go to step 2.
2. Find two routes in the route network for which decreasing the headway for
one route (by increasing the number of vehicles on the route) and increasing
the headway for the other route (by reducing an equal number of vehicles
on this route) will result in the FD of the total user-cost function. Update
existing route headways with the new headways. Repeat this step until a
(local) minimal cost value is reached. Start a new round of SA search iteration for a better transit route network layout.
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In this study, the SA and FD search processes are integrated together in an iterative
manner (i.e., an FD search process for better route headways will be executed after
one or more SA search iterations for better route network layouts).

Numerical Experiments
The first experiment was based on a real network in Switzerland (Mandl 1979). This
problem was also used by Shih and Mahmassani (1994) and Baaj and Mahmassani
(1991) as a benchmark to test their approaches to TN design optimization. Mandl’s
problem consisted of a street network of 15 nodes with a total demand of 15,570
trips per day. The length of a street segment was defined in terms of in-vehicle
travel time in minutes. The maximum route length was constrained to 40 minutes.
In Table 2, the first row identifies the source of the solutions to the benchmark
problem, which include Mandl’s problem as well as its variations constructed by
Baaj and Mahmassani (1991) and Shih and Mahmassani (1994). The second row
identifies solutions to the benchmark problem. The problems/solutions differ in
their number of routes, total fleet size, and/or the search method used. Mandl
(1979), Baaj and Mahmassani (1991), and Shih and Mahmassani (1994) all used
a transfer penalty of 5 minutes, which was also assumed in the proposed SAFD
method. The methods used to obtain the results are indicated in the third row.
For each solution, the unshaded column provides the statistics for the layouts
produced in the original studies, and the shaded column gives the statistics for
the results produced from the SAFD method developed in this study. All the SAFD
results in this table were generated with the total user-cost objective function
U (1) defined in equation (15). The operator cost is reflected by the TN fleet sizes
shown in the 10th row. It may be seen that the percentages of zero-transfer trips
are higher for all solutions produced from this study. Except for Mandl’s original
results, all solutions provided 100 percent trip coverage with trips requiring zero
or one (one-or-less) transfer. The savings in total user travel time in hours from the
SAFD method are shown in the 8th row.
The second experiment involved a large-scale TN optimization problem based on
the service area of the Miami-Dade Transit Agency (MDTA), which encompasses
a region of about 300 square miles with a population of about 2.3 million. MDTA
ranks as the 16th largest transit agency in the United States. At the time of this
research, MDTA operated 83 transit routes, including a rail rapid transit system of
22.5 route miles (Metrorail), a 4.5-mile downtown automated circulation system
(Metromover), and 81 bus routes with about 4,500 transit stops. The street net123
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Table 2. Comparison of Results from Different Methods

Mandl’s method
Simulated annealing and FD method
3
Baaj and Mahmassani’s method
4
Shih and Mahmassani’s method



Table 3. Comparison of SAFD Search Results with the Existing Network
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work used in this experiment consisted of 4,300 street segments and 2,804 street
nodes, and the longest bus routes were about 32 miles. Total length of the transit
system was about 1,300 route miles, not including some small loops at the ends of
some routes or in shopping centers.
The OD matrix was generated from the 1999 validated Miami-Dade travel
demand model, which provided the daily number of passenger trips between
each pair of traffic analysis zone centroids. These trips were manually distributed
to the surrounding street network nodes with considerations given to land-use
patterns, proximity, and street network connectivity. Total demand was 161,944
daily transit trips. They were distributed, sparsely and unevenly, between about
120,000 demand (OD) pairs.
Operator cost is reflected by the network fleet size of 600 transit vehicles, which is
about the same as that operated by MDTA. The total number of transit lines in the
example remains the same as the existing system, and Metrorail and Metromover
alignments are fixed in the optimization process. Other constraints and data used
in this example include: for bus routes, the minimum and maximum headways
are hmin = 4 min and hmax = 20 min; for Metrorail, hmin = 6 min and hmax = 10 min;
and for Metromover, hmin = 1 min and hmax = 6 min. The minimum and maximum
route lengths (in-vehicle time) are Rmin = 10 min and Rmax = 90 min; average
in-vehicle travel speeds are 21 mph for bus and 31 mph for Metrorail. Since no
data were available regarding the appropriate value of transfer penalty time in
Miami-Dade County, results obtained from two sets of transfer penalty values
are presented. One is tTpenl = 5 minutes, which is the same as that used in the first
example. The other is tTpenl = 10 minutes. Ideally, the value of transfer penalty value
should be determined through transit user surveys since transfer penalty reflects
transit users’ tolerance to experiences of unplesantness or inconvienence during
vehicle transfers. Penalty values are likely to vary across different geographic areas
and change with demographics, socioeconomics, topography, climate, quality of
transfer facilities, etc.
All the numerical results were obtained on a personal computer with a 2.8GHz
CPU and 1GB RAM memory. Table 3 presents the results from the proposed
SAFD method. There are two sets of results, one based on the zero-transfer total
user-cost function U(0) and the other based on the one-or-less transfer total usercost function U(1). For references, TN parameters for the existing network are also
included. The first row in the table identifies the objective functions used to generate the corresponding numerical results. The second row provides the maximum
125
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route headway constraints for different test cases, while the third row indicates
the transfer penalty values for various test cases. For various objective functions,
headway constraint, and transfer penalty combinations, statistics for the TNs
obtained from the optimization process are provided. Results in Table 3 show that,
user cost appears to be more sensitive to the value of transfer penalty time than
to other TN parameters. This implies that an accurate transfer penalty value is
needed to obtain a good estimate of user cost and improvement in transfer facilities and that transfer quality will help reduce the transfer penalty.
From Table 3, it may be seen that results obtained from this study have significant
improvement over the existing one. The zero-transfer trips increased from 14.38
percent based on the existing network to 32.37 percent with objective function
U(0) and hmax = 20, an improvement of about 125 percent. The one-or-less transfer
trip coverage increased from 55.17 percent to 86.41 percent with objective function U(1), hmax = 30, and tTpenl = 5min, an improvement of about 57 percent. Assuming most transit riders are only willing to transfer once per trip, the one-or-less trip
coverage shown in the fifth row would be the actual total service coverage of the
corresponding TN. The remaining trips either require two or more transfers or are
not satisfied. The second from the last row in Table 3 presents the average transfers per trip for the two-or-less transfer trips that involve the use of Metrorail and
Metromover. The high level of service of the rail lines is more likely to encourage
people to use transit even if the trips may require two transfers. The eighth row in
Table 3 shows the per user cost based on two-or-less transfer trips. As expected,
larger transfer penalty time values result in higher user costs.
The modeled network is not a prefect description of the actual network even
though care has been taken to prepare the input data as accurately and completely as possible. Consequently, some of the differences in the statistics from the
exiting network and the results generated from the SAFD may be attributed to
the inaccuracy in the modeled network. However, the main purpose of the second
example is not to show the superiority of the SAFD results over the existing network, but rather to demonstrate that for a large-scale transit network with a given
transit demand pattern as well as a constraint set, the proposed method is able to
improve the initial network configuration in a reasonable amount of time.
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Conclusions
A mathematical stochastic method for large-scale TN optimization has been
described. A stochastic local search method based on simulated annealing and fast
descent search has been developed and has been shown to be capable of tackling
large-scale transit network design optimization problems and producing results
in a reasonable amount of time. The solution methodology is generally applicable
to a wide range of practical TN problems, does not favor any particular transit
network configurations, and gives reasonably good results in a reasonable amount
of time. The methodology also allows results to improve and approach the global
optimum as the computer resource or power increases.
Future improvements to the solution method may include, for example, the development of time-dependent TN optimization methods to optimize a TN by taking
into consideration changes in network conditions and OD distribution during
different time periods of a day, inclusion of terminal access times in the user costs,
and removal of simplifying assumptions regarding transit fare and fixed demand.
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